The Baltic Ports Conference is not just about the presentations. It’s unique atmosphere creates a very special environment, where opportunities and possibilities meet.

The Baltic Sea region is known for its long standing tradition of innovation and this year we decided to shine the spotlight on some of the most interesting projects in a very special panel dedicated solely to them. Ladies and gentlemen...

---

**The Stage is Yours**

stage 3 projects. And an audience everyone can only dream of.

---

**baltic Blue Growth**

aimed at removing chemical nutrients from the Baltic Sea Region by farming and harvesting blue mussels... read more

---

**eo LNG**

focused on the development of demand and accessibility of LNG in the Baltic Sea Region... read more
HAZARD – goal of the project is to mitigate the effects of emergencies in major exports in the Baltic Sea Region... read more

iTM Validation project – validates the Sea Traffic Management concept and its services by showing the benefits in practice... read more

ENTacle – dedicated to capitalizing on TEN-T core network corridors for prosperity, growth and cohesion... read more

The projects will be presented at this year’s edition of the Baltic Ports Conference. Interested? Got questions? Then register now and meet the people behind these exciting initiatives!
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